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EASYSTICK
The new dimension in assembly
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A perfect assistant
EASYSTICK is the new ruler system by Blum. It facilitates the entire assembly 
process, giving you fast and simple machine set-up and perfect drilling  
patterns. Simply enter the dimensions of the workpiece and EASYSTICK will 
automatically calculate the fixing positions of fittings.  Stops move automatically 
to the right position and you are shown the correct fixing positions step by step: 
Position panel, drill holes, done!
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MINIPRESS with EASYSTICK
Blum’s drilling and insertion machines ensure 
that you can drill holes into cabinets, doors and 
fronts quickly, precisely and with utmost ease. 
No matter whether you’re using a 
MINIPRESS P or will soon buy yourself a  
MINIPRESS top. Fitted or retrofitted with 
EASYSTICK, these assembly devices become 
perfect assistants: they shorten set-up times, 
increase flexibility and guarantee high precision 
drilling. 
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Ready, steady, drill! 
New! EASYSTICK incoporates 
a computer so for the first time 
you will be able to enter settings 
directly into the machine.  
Choose the right box system, 
select the motion technology  
and drawer side height you need 
and EASYSTICK will automat-
ically calculate the right  
drilling positions.

Ensure data is current 
Updates can be downloaded and 
implemented via a USB memory 
device. So you can rest assured 
that EASYSTICK will always be 
up to date in terms of features 
and products. 

Integrate data 
Drilling data from the Cabinet 
Configurator/DYNAPLAN are 
transferred via a USB memory 
device. The barcode scanner 
allows you to retrieve and edit 
your work orders. Consequently, 
you can reduce mistakes and 
save time.
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Your advantages:

 ▬ Easy transfer of drilling data
 ▬ Fast and error-free assembly
 ▬ Simple updating process
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Mount control system Position EASYSTICK ruler Drill holes into front or cabinet 
The computer is screwed directly 
on to the machine using a special 
bracket – no matter whether you’d 
like to use a new MINIPRESS or 
retrofit an existing machine.

EASYSTICK replaces the con-
ventional ruler and revolutionises 
frontal and cabinet assembly – 
even with existing MINIPRESS 
top or MINIPRESS P machines.

EASYSTICK’s illuminated markers 
indicate drilling positions.  
The ruler moves automatically. 
EASYSTICK gives you precise 
assembly and eliminates the need 
for subsequent adjustments.

Your advantages:

 ▬ Fast and easy installation
 ▬ Existing machines can  
be retrofitted 
 ▬ Stops move automatically  
to the right position to ensure  
precise results



MZD.9900
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EASYSTICK

MZD.2000 MZD.5000

MZV.2E00

MZD.2V00

AR Z10M200A

UK Z10M200B

CH Z10M200C

DK Z10M200D

Z10M200E

IN Z10M200H

IL Z10M200I

JP Z10M200J

AU Z10M200K

CL Z10M200L

CN Z10M200N

TW Z10M200T

US, CA Z10M200U

ZA Z10M200Z

Europe

Mains plug

Market

EASYSTICK ruler EASYSTICK computer

Extension ruler support

EASYSTICK extension ruler

Ordering information

EASYSTICK ruler for MINIPRESS P and MINIPRESS top

EASYSTICK extension ruler for MINIPRESS P 
and  MINIPRESS top

Possible stop positions 6 – 953 mm

Possible stop positions from 953 to 2681 mm

EASYSTICK computer for MINIPRESS P 
and MINIPRESS top

EASYSTICK extension ruler support for MINIPRESS P 
and MINIPRESS top Barcode scanner for MINIPRESS P and MINIPRESS top

Barcode scanner
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Blum Canada Ltd.
7135 Pacific Circle
Mississauga, ON, L5T 2A8
Tel.: 905-670-7920
Fax: 905-670-7929
Long Dist.: 1-800-670-9254
E-Mail: info.ca@blum.com 
www.blum.com


